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Abstract

This paper investigates using higher levels of scripted process structure (procedural explicitness) to improve outcomes of distributed, asynchronous collaborative writing (CW) teams that work on the Internet. This paper reports preliminary results of a one-and-a-half month field experiment on asynchronous collaborative writing using 550 participants. It is found that the highest levels of process structure provide the most benefits to the examined distributed work teams, which has important implications for optimizing distributed group work.

Introduction

This paper presents how variations in process structure or procedural explicitness have significant impact on distributed collaborative writing (CW), a key form of distributed work. The basic research question that is addressed is whether increased procedural explicitness has a benefit to distributed work groups, as opposed to letting distributed groups work “naturally.” However, before proceeding with the details of this research, this section emphasizes the growing importance of distributed CW.

CW is a critical form of professional communication that can be more effective than single-author writing (Gere & Abbott, 1985) and is ubiquitously performed in industry and academia (Couture & Rymer, 1989; Ede & Lunsford, 1990; Gordon, 1980). Moreover, while CW is already pivotal to many group processes, it is likely to increase in importance and complexity because of the increased use of distributed work, driven by increased globalization, competition, and Internet usage. Since CW is a significant form of group work, as distributed group work increases, distributed CW will also likely increase in usage. By 1998, over 17% of industry meetings involved remote participants (Simons, 1998), and it is likely to increase in prevalence over time (Burke & Chidambaram, 1994).

Two key reasons exist why distributed work will continue to increase and thus drive an increase in CW work: (1) increased globalization and competition (2) increased Internet usage.

Increased globalization: The globalization of business has been said to require the innovative pressure to support collaboration regardless of time and place (Hax & Majluf, 1991; Horton, Holman, & Bess, 1992; Johansen et al., 1991). Similarly, “Today’s complex organizational problems transcend functional staff boundaries and single site proximities” (Horton et al., 1992) p. 1. Moreover, changing dynamics in the workplace where work teams are primarily engaged in “intellectual teamwork” (Galegher & Kraut, 1990) increase the need to support distributed intellectual work. Other reasons globalization increases the use of distributed work include (Herbsleb, Mockus, Finholt, & Grineter, 2000):

(1) The increased use of mergers and acquisitions causes firms to have more physical sites;
(2) Many governments require local development operations before a firm can enter an international market;
(3) Firms increasingly locate operations where a market exists;
(4) High competition for talent requires firms to locate where employees live and/or to use remote workers;
(5) Many firms strive for a distributed work force in order to achieve 24-7 production and/or development.
Increased Internet usage: The Internet has also increased demand for distributed work. This phenomena’s effect on business work is aptly described as “Continuous, wild change at breakneck speed; new, newer, and newest technology; globalization and localization; and a demand for social as well as financial performance all typify business in the Internet Age” (Lipnack & Stamps, 2000) p. 1. Several reasons exist for the increased use of the Internet for distributed work: For example, the Internet is virtually ubiquitous; it is available in most countries 24 hours a day. Additionally, Internet access is inexpensive and easy for even poorly trained users to secure access. Furthermore, the Internet promulgates communication and networking standards that are widely accepted in the International community, which collectively has made the Internet the de facto distributed work medium, creating strong network externalities: Since so many people and organizations use the Internet, every businessperson and academician must participate in some form or face losing the opportunities it affords. Clearly, “As more people interconnect online, we increase our capacity for both independence and interdependence” (Lipnack & Stamps, 2000) p. xxiv. As a result, the global economy fueled by the Internet has increased the pace and need for knowledge production and the need for employees to augment their capacity for “enhance, shape and focus corporate intelligence” (Mandel, 1999).

Finally, the increasing use of distributed work, especially over the Internet, has transformed many traditional F2F (face-to-face) meetings into virtual meetings, which can ideally be: “productive, interactive frameworks, where people actively engage in opportunities are then presented.

Jr., & Lee, 2002). The results of the field experiment with corresponding contributions, limitations, and future research involves a Java-based, distributed CW tool further explained in (Lowry, 2002; Lowry, Albrecht, Nunamaker Jr., & Lee, 2002). The results of the field experiment with corresponding contributions, limitations, and future research opportunities are then presented.

Process Structure and Explicitness in Distributed Work

This section proposes hypotheses to test the effects of varying different levels of process structure in CW scripts, for the various distributed CW outcomes. Research has shown that groups that follow structured procedures tend to outperform groups following their natural group interaction without structure (Miner, 1979). Conversely, unstructured groups tend to come to premature decisions that are suboptimal because they do not consider all the relevant angles of a problem (Maier & Hoffman, 1960). Additionally, increased process structure can result in more effective and efficient group communication (Chilberg, 1989). Likewise, process interventions have been shown to help raise decision quality and process satisfaction (Lee-Partridge, 1992). In addition, research has shown that non-cohesive groups can benefit from structured management, involving breaking large tasks into small components (Kiesler & Cummings, 2001). Moreover, field observations of CW groups using GSS for CW led to the conclusion that appropriate structured processes are vital to successful CW outcomes (Nunamaker Jr., Briggs, Mittleman, Vogel, & Balthazard, 1997). Likewise, case studies in CW led to the conclusion that structured processes improve outcomes in synchronous, distributed sessions (Sasse & Handley, 1996). Similarly, a case study involving advanced graduate students found groups following structured procedures outperformed those without structured procedures (Barnum, 1994).

Increased process structure has other important benefits, including promotion of the use of appropriate sequential processes in groups, which can lead to increased clarity and improved idea development (Brashers, Adkins, & Meyers, 1994). Moreover, research has shown that procedure knowledge is more difficult for novices to assimilate than declarative knowledge and usually is only gained after declarative knowledge is gained (Vessey & Conger, 1993). Thus, process interventions have the potential to help novices and first-time group members by lessonsring the cognitive load required to learn appropriate processes and tasks. This remainder of this section proposes hypotheses to test the effects of varying different levels of process structure in CW scripts, for the following outcomes: productivity, quality, satisfaction, relationships, and communication.

Literature on the Effects of Process Structure on Productivity

Research has shown that moderate levels of structure provide better results than no or poor structure, while too much structure also provides worse results than moderate structure (Van de Ven & Delbecq, 1974; White, Dittrich, & Lang, 1980). It may be
reasonable to suppose that implementation of increased process structure will increase the probability of even participation in a CW group, which can increase a group’s output quantity. For example, researchers found that interactive GSS groups generated a greater number of unique ideas than non-interactive groups (Easton, Vogel, & Nunamaker Jr., 1992; Jessup, Egbert, & Connolly, 1996). Similarly, interactive GSS groups can have more even participation than non-interactive groups (Easton, Vogel, & Nunamaker Jr., 1989), while structured approaches, whether manual or computerized, can exhibit greater equality of participation in CW groups (Easton, 1988).

**Literature on the Effects of Process Structure on Quality**

Group research indicates that improved process structure through use of advanced collaborative tools and/or process interventions can improve the quality of group results. For example, research indicates that unstructured groups tend to come to premature decisions that are suboptimal because they do not consider all the relevant angles of a problem (Maier & Hoffman, 1960). Moreover, including planning and structure in non-technology groups tends to improve overall outcomes, especially for larger groups (Shay, 1981). Likewise, groups that are given decomposed tasks with standard procedures tend to be more autonomous in their decisions, which improves their role clarity and innovativeness (Johnson, La France, Meyer, Speyer, & Cox, 1998), both of which can increase quality.

In terms of CW tool research, structured approaches, whether manual or computerized, have led to better quality outcomes in CW groups, than unstructured groups (Easton, 1988). Likewise, quality of planning has been shown to be related to document quality (Carey, Flower, Hayes, Schriver, & Haas, 1989); although, this was not verified by (Easton, Eickelmann, & Flatley, 1994).

**Literature on the Effects of Process Structure on Satisfaction**

Low structure GSS groups can have less satisfaction than low structure non-GSS groups (McLeod & Liker, 1992). This finding is pivotal because although both groups were given low structure processes, GSS technology inherently provides more process structure; hence, the increased structure from GSS use may relate to increased satisfaction. More conclusively, both in CW (Easton, 1988) and group research (Easton et al., 1989) structured approaches in groups, whether manual or computerized, have produced higher levels of decision and process satisfaction than groups that lack structure. Recent research showed that using parallel coordination in conjunction with a group leader led to higher process satisfaction than using sequential process coordination (Kim, Hiltz, & Turoff, 1998). While the research tying satisfaction to low and high levels of structure is clearly mixed, it may be reasonable to assume that groups with no structure will have a higher probability of experiencing less satisfaction than groups that have some structure, on the assumption that most groups desire some process guidance. For example, several field studies suggest that tasks that are more complex need more structured facilitation to achieve success (Nunamaker Jr. et al., 1989; Van de Ven & Delbecq, 1974; White et al., 1980).

**Literature on the Effects of Process Structure on Relationships**

Some of the potential benefits of increased structure include a more even distribution of participation, which can lead to an increase in consensuses. For example, structured approaches, whether manual or computerized, promote greater equality of participation than unstructured approaches (Easton, 1988). Additionally, structured GSS groups can have more even distribution of participation than unstructured groups (Easton et al., 1989). Furthermore, interactive GSS groups can have more even participation than non-interactive groups (Easton et al., 1992). Even though increased participation does not necessarily translate directly into consensus, it does decrease the probability that an individual will dominate a group’s processes, increasing the probability of consensus occurring. Meanwhile, groups achieving consensus are more likely to have good relationships than groups experiencing domination or discord. For example, research revealed that chauffeur-driven groups (higher structure) achieved significantly higher post-meeting consensus than did facilitator-driven groups (lower structure) (Dickson, Lee, Robinson, & Heath, 1989). Clearly, the processes and tasks a group chooses affects all kinds of outcomes such as agenda creation, turn taking in communication, how decisions are made, and underlying agreement (Davis, 1992). For example, in free discussions different outcomes occur depending on the order in which group members discuss issues and the routine procedures they employ such as straw polling (Davis, 1992).

Despite the potential relationship advantages of increased structure, research also suggests that “too much” structure can also undermine relationships, especially in terms of consensus and cohesion. For example, Dickson (Dickson, Lee-Partridge, &
Robinson, 1993) concluded that highly structured, rigid facilitation decreases consensus. Likewise, Anson (Anson, Bostrom, & Wynne, 1995) found that flexible facilitation improves group cohesion as opposed to highly structured facilitation (Anson et al., 1995).

**Literature on the Effects of Process Structure on Communication**

This research posits that just as with consensus, the structure employed by a group should have a direct impact on its communication practices. Communication in CW groups is crucial because CW is an open-ended problem centering on highly expressive and interactive communication (Galegher & Kraut, 1994). It was previously stated that increased structure should increase participation and interaction (Easton, 1988); likewise, higher structure groups should be more likely to have better communication than lower structure groups, because of their increased participation and interactivity. Furthermore, a logical upper limit on structure exists with communication, where extremely high levels of structure would naturally decrease a group’s communication, since such levels of structure would undermine their need to make and discuss decisions (Galegher & Kraut, 1994). In summary, the following hypothesis derives from this section:

**H1:** Small, asynchronous, distributed CW groups that use Collaboratus and have no imposed process structure will have worse results than similar groups with low or high process structure, while low structured groups will have the best results; all in terms of (a) productivity, (b) quality, (c) satisfaction, (d) relationships, and (e) communication.

**Methods: Testing Process Structure in Distributed CW Groups**

This section describes an experiment that was conducted to test small distributed, asynchronous CW groups using Collaboratus with different process scripts, to help establish which processes and scripts are the most effective for non-facilitator-lead CW teams. This field experiment was conducted over a month and a half, involving 550 participants who were required to participate for a substantial portion of their course grade. As such, this field experiment sacrificed control for the sake of realism / external validity. Approximately 550 students were enrolled in the three sections and started the project, while 479 students completed the project. Meanwhile, 47 students started the project but did not fully complete it for various reasons.

**Research Design**

The general research design for this experiment was a one-way ANOVA, where the “A” factor represented the level of structure a group used for its CW process: no structure, low structure, or high structure.

**Research Procedures**

This research was limited to small, distributed work groups. No other work modes or group sizes were tested. Furthermore, this research focused on the activities of group formation, planning, brainstorming, drafting, reviewing, and revising activities of collaborative writing. Hence, the primary Collaboratus features that were used included the following: group outliner, group interface, editing, and locking. In all treatments, subjects were given exact scripts and directions on how to proceed. All subjects conducted their communication via Nicenet’s™ asynchronous chat facility and email; all CW was conducted using Collaboratus.

Participants were given basic instructions via email for the particular activity they were supposed to be engaged in. As time productivity was a key dependent variable, no set time limits were given for each session; although, all participants were given general suggestions and guidelines on time and length in several conditions. Thus, groups were allowed to progress at their own pace.

All groups worked toward the same writing task, which was essentially to come up with several problems that exist at the UofA that negatively affect undergraduates and to come up with creative and feasible solutions. Additionally, all participants were given a general schedule and deadline as to when the six assignments for the writing experiments needed to be completed. Finally, participants completed three, questionnaires to assist data collection.
Research Results

It was determined that most of the measures involved in the experiment are highly interdependent group data. As a result, virtually all the data was analyzed using regressions that factor out the effects of intracorrelations, as advocated by (Kashy & Kenny, 2000). Thus, all F-test results reflect these adjustments, with the exceptions of “document length” and “chat length,” which were group-level data that were not intracorrelated. Table 1 shows significant results related to the structure control variable.1

Table 1. Significant Results for Structure Control Variable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Directional Comparison</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Struc 0</th>
<th>Struc 1</th>
<th>Struc 2</th>
<th>Adjusted F statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1a</td>
<td>s: 1 vs. 3</td>
<td>Document length</td>
<td>1698.76</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2493.09</td>
<td>8.14*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1a</td>
<td>s: 1 vs. 2</td>
<td>Chat length</td>
<td>317.39</td>
<td>665.62</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>5.53*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1a</td>
<td>s: 1 vs. 3</td>
<td>Chat length</td>
<td>317.39</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>780.23</td>
<td>9.03*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1a</td>
<td>s: 1 vs. 2</td>
<td>Time spent group formation</td>
<td>37.40</td>
<td>30.72</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2.70+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1a</td>
<td>s: 1 vs. 2</td>
<td>Time spent brainstorming</td>
<td>40.97</td>
<td>33.81</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>3.73*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1a</td>
<td>s: 1 vs. 3</td>
<td>Time spent outlining</td>
<td>31.67</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>41.02</td>
<td>5.71*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1a</td>
<td>s: 1 vs. 2</td>
<td>Time spent drafting</td>
<td>91.67</td>
<td>67.31</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>8.60*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1b</td>
<td>s: 1 vs. 3</td>
<td>Externally judged quality</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>3.12+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1b</td>
<td>s: 1 vs. 3</td>
<td>Quality of process / discussion</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>5.78*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1c</td>
<td>s: 1 vs. 3</td>
<td>Satisfaction with process</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>5.27</td>
<td>5.17*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1d</td>
<td>s: 1 vs. 3</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>6.45*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1d</td>
<td>s: 1 vs. 2</td>
<td>Teamwork</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2.71+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1d</td>
<td>s: 1 vs. 3</td>
<td>Appropriateness</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>5.63*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1d</td>
<td>s: 1 vs. 3</td>
<td>Involvement</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>3.26+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1e</td>
<td>s: 1 vs. 3</td>
<td>Task orientation of communication</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>4.99</td>
<td>3.91*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1e</td>
<td>s: 1 vs. 3</td>
<td>Richness of communication</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>3.48+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = significant at both \( \alpha = .05 \) and \( \alpha = .10 \)  
+ = significant only at \( \alpha = .10 \)

Struc 0 = no structure condition; Struc 1 = low structure condition; Struc 2 = high structure condition

Overall, in partial contradiction to the literature, groups with increased structure were much more productive than groups with no structure, which was in partial contradiction of the hypotheses that predicted medium structure groups having the most optimal outcomes. For example, “high-structure” groups produced significantly longer document lengths than “no-structure” groups. Likewise, chat lengths of “low” and “high-structure” groups were much higher than “no-structure” groups. In terms of time, “high-structure” groups were more efficient when outlining than “no-structure” groups and “low-structure” groups were more efficient than “no-structure” groups in terms of group formation, brainstorming, and drafting. No other time differences were significant. “High-structure” groups also had more satisfaction, perceived quality, and externally judged quality than “no-structure” groups. “Low-structure” groups did not record any significant over “no-structure” groups in these areas. In terms of relationships, “high-structure” groups also outperformed “no-structure” groups, as measured by evaluation, appropriateness, teamwork, and involvement. “Low-structure” groups only outperformed “no-structure” groups concerning teamwork. Finally, “high-structure” groups outperformed “no-structure” groups in terms of task discussion and communication richness.

---

1 Doclen and chatlen tested at \( F(1,150)_{\alpha=0.05} \) where \( F_{\text{crit}} = 3.9042 \); all other measures were tested at \( F(1,432)_{\alpha=0.05} \) where \( F_{\text{crit}} = 3.84 \) and \( F(1,432)_{\alpha=0.10} \) where \( F_{\text{crit}} = 2.71 \). Note that all structure-related hypotheses involved direct comparisons.
In summary, “no-structure” groups did not exhibit better outcomes over “low-structure” and “high-structure” groups in any area. Meanwhile, “low-structure” groups exhibited some benefits over “high-structure” groups, while “high-structure” groups exhibited many benefits over “low-structure” groups. Thus, it appears for the experimental conditions given that “high-structure” groups provided most optimal results.

**Discussion**

This final section of the paper discusses overall findings, contributions, limitations; and proposes future research in the study of process structure / procedural explicitness in distributed work groups.

**Contributions and Findings**

In terms of implications to distribute work groups, it appears that distributed work groups (at least those in the aforementioned conditions) significantly benefit from high level of process structure, or procedural explicitness. This implies that advanced GSS or CMC tools alone will not help distributed groups work in their most effective manner; instead, the combination of technology and structured processes is the most beneficial for distributed groups. This also implies that a significant amount of work needs to be conducted to establish appropriate processes for certain kinds of distributed work groups. In other words, giving a distributed work group a highly structured tool without explicit procedures (e.g. letting them work “naturally”) will likely cause suboptimal results.

**Limitations**

One of the biggest limitations of this experiment could also be said to be one of its greatest strengths – that this was a field experiment conducted on a 24 hour, 7 day a week basis. As a result, significant amounts of control were given up in trade off for increased realism, which resulted in students using different forms of equipment, in different locations, at different times. Furthermore, while all chat discussions and collaborative work were logged, groups could not be strictly forced to follow their instructions. Where groups violated experiment rules and instructions they were dropped from the experiment; yet, it is likely some non-compliant group data may still exist in the data set.

Another limitation of the overall findings is that the participants were CW novices with no established working history. Thus, it may be that high structure was positive because such students and conditions need more structure. While this should not undermine the importance of the findings for the given experimental conditions, the findings may not be very generalizable to other tasks. Although, a previous case study using advanced graduate students with extensive CW experience still found that students given more process structure outperformed those with less structure (Barnum, 1994).

An additional limitation of this experiment is that it focused solely on enhanced processes in conjunction with Collaboratus. It is likely that these processes could also be beneficial to non-Collaboratus technologies – or even more beneficial. Thus, it may have been useful to use Word™ groups as a control.

**Future Research**

One useful area of inquiry in process research would be to investigate the upper limits of process structure in distributed work groups (e.g. where it is considered detrimental). It would also be insightful to test variations of automation of high-process structure scripts; for example, to ascertain the differences attributed to the use of an agent, a facilitator, and a typewritten script for the same process.

Additional process-related research should likely be conducted for specific CW tasks, on the basis that highly task-specific CW may need process modifications to achieve optimal results. Examples of highly task-specific CW that likely have different process needs include strategy documents, group creative writing, academic articles, corporate strategy documents, policy and procedure manuals, proposals, and edited books with many contributors. The basis for this general claim is that some writing tasks are complex (e.g. strategy documents and academic journal articles), while some are simple (e.g. meeting notes); thus, some writing tasks involve large numbers of stakeholders (e.g. strategy documents) and complex processes, while other writing tasks involve...
few people (e.g. academic term papers) and have simple processes. Likewise, it is likely that complex tasks need more process support than less complex tasks. However, because of the lack of literature and theory support, task-specific process suggestions at this point are highly exploratory. It would also be useful to parcel out the ideal high-structure CW processes to determine which suggested activities and tasks are responsible for positive outcomes and which are detrimental. Finally, it would be highly useful to try to replicate these findings on the benefits of high process structure to other forms of distributed group work, other than CW.
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